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Campion basement.
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RUSSIA TAKES STEPS TO RESTRICT ACCESS
TO NEWS - In an attempt to stop spreading fake
news and “disrespect” against the state of Russia,
the government passed two new bills imposing
restrictions on the internet. This is a step in the
direction of “Sovereign Internet,” met with
heavy debate. If signed into law by Putin, the
bills would create an internet system much like
China’s. The Russian government would be able to
control what websites are accessible to the public
and also determine what kind of information
can be retrieved from the internet. Any person
who insults, criticizes, or questions Russian
government and authorities can be subjected
to a fine up to $1,500. Second-time offenders
can face up to 15 days in jail. The ban is meant
to prevent public endangerment and fake news.
Roskomnadzor, the state-run Federal Service for
Supervision of Communications, Information
Technology, and Mass Media, will flag websites
deemed of spreading fake news and will allow
the sites one day to remove the material before
receiving a fine.
ART INSTITUTE OF SEATTLE CLOSES - The Art
Institute of Seattle (AIS) closed permanently on
March 8 after73 years ofoperation, dueto financial
trouble. In 2017, a nonprofit organization,
Dream Center Foundation, bought a few art
schools, including the Art Institute but was hit
by bankruptcy in 2018. The school only had two
weeks left until the end of the quarter. There was
little notice before the school closed, leaving over
650 students searching for other options. Some of
the students are international students, who will
have 60 days to find another school before the
closure jeopardizes their student visa status. On
March 8, many students looted the school, citing
frustrationwith the situation. Universities such as
Seattle Pacific University and Seattle University
will attempt to aid the former Art Institute
students by assessingcredits and graduation status
and offering scholarships to help students finish
their degrees. The Art Institute ofSeattle is one of
more than 40 art institutes in the nation that have
or will be closing due to insufficient funds.
NEWS
US WOMEN’S SOCCER TEAM SUES THE
US SOCCER FEDERATION FOR GENDER
DISCRIMINATION - The US Womens Soccer
Team is suing the US Soccer Federation (USSF) to .
follow up on a suit from 2016 that never was acted
upon. The previous discrimination complaint was
made by five of the team’s players about pay and
working conditions. The wage complaint claims
that the women’s players make less than half of
what their male counterparts make. However,
the complaint from 2016 effectively ended and
has now moved into federal court. The women’s
team has won the World Cup three times, most
recently four years ago. The men’s team’s highest
finish was third place in 1930. According to court
documents, the USSF claims that due to the
“market realities”, women do not deserve to be
paid equally. The USSF has yet to comment on the
situation, though all 28 squad members are now
involved and the World Cup is coming up. The
women’s team will start their run for the World
Cup on June 11.
VENEZUELA SUFFERS FROM BLACKOUTS AMID
POLITICAL UNREST - In the midst of political
turmoil between oppositionists and government
loyalists in Venezuela, the wholecountry suffered
a large power outage over the weekend. After
power went out on Thursday, the countrywas able
to restore power back to about 70 percent, but
then progress was lost. President Nicolas Maduro
claims the opposition leader Juan Guaido and
American allies are responsible for sabotaging
Venezuela and causing the major power outages.
Guaido denies these allegations and says the
blackouts are due to under investments and
corruption within the government. Maduro is
calling for loyalists to protest in the capital city of
Caracas, while Guaido is urging oppositionists to
do the same. Venezuela has previously suffered
from blackouts in 2013 and 2008, but power was
restored within six hours. As ofnow, there are still
many power outages and it is not clear what parts
of the country remain without power.
FACEBOOK AND THE MISLEADING ANTI-VAX
INFORMATION - Facebook, along with Youtube
and Pinterest, has decided to take steps to reduce
to spread of misinformation regarding anti-
vaccination propaganda. The site will use artificial
intelligence to sort through content that makes
false claims against vaccinations, which have been
disproven by scientific health organizations such
as World Health Organization (WHO) and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. An
employee would then officially review the content
to determine if it should be removed. Facebook
will also not allow ads with buzzwords promoting
an anti-vax lifestyle. Instagram, owned by
Facebook, also plans to prohibit anti-vaccination
pages to be publicly searched for on the app. This
action follows after many recent cases of Measles,
which has been for the most part eradicated in
2000 due to immunizations. With an increase in
parents choosing not to vaccinate their children
due to fear of autism, the disease has returned.
Recently, WHO listed vaccine hesitancy as one of
the top ten threats to public health in 2019.
JUSSIE SMOLLETT INDICTED ON FELONY
COUNTS FOR ALLEGEDLY FAKED ATTACK -
Empire actor Jussie Smollett has been indicted on
16 felony counts from a Jan. 29 attackthat Smollett
is accused of having faked. Smollett, an openly
gay black man, said two men used homophobic
and racist slurs and physically attacked him.
However, many people, including the Chicago
Police, speculate Smollett paid the men to stage
the attack. After he reported the attack, police
searched for video surveillance evidence but
could not find any. Smollett turned himself in on
February 21. Smollett now faces 16 felony counts
for disorderly conduct, which his lawyer says is
redundant and vindictive. The lawyer believes the
Chicago Police tampered with Smollett’s medical
records as well. Smollett has plead not guilty to
the first of 16 indictments. He could face up to
four years in jail or probation iffound guilty.
Michaela can be reached at
mmoore@su-spectator.com.
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PROVOST NAMED IN LAWSUIT ALLEGING MISUSE OF FUNDS AT LMU
AnnaKaplan
Investigative Editor
Seattle University Provost Shane
Martin is a defendant, along with
Loyola Marymount University
(LMU), in a whistleblower lawsuit
alleging that while he was at LMU,
he fired a former assistant when she
would not participate in a “scheme” to
misuse university funds.
Many in the Seattle U community
did not find out about this lawsuit
involving Martin until The Seattle
Times ran an article the morning of
March 6. At the time of this articles
publication, Seattle U still had not
officially notified faculty, staff, or
students of the lawsuit.
In a copy of the lawsuit that The
Spectator obtained from The Los
Angeles Times, the complaint alleged
that during Martins time at LMU he
was “intentionally breaking LMU
policies, Federal and State law to
further his personal interests and
ensuring he did not get caught.”
The alleged “personal interests”
include, but are not limited to,
“extravagant meals, first-class flights,
porn, financial favors to Martins
personal friends, and late-night
dates with LMU funds. Even more
egregious, Martin threatened the
plaintiff’s employment if she did
not participate in assisting with his
fraudulentschemes.”
The lawsuit, filed March 4, further
claimed that Martin was involved
in financial aid fraud by helping a
student enroll in classes, only to drop
them andkeep the aid. This individual
is referred to as a “personal friend”
and a “lover” at different points
in the lawsuit.
Martin could not be reached for
comment prior to the publication of
this article, but Seattle U Marketing
Communications provided The
Spectator with his written statement.
“I categorically and unequivocally
deny these false and outrageous
allegations ofwrongdoing against me,”
Martin wrote. “I stand by my record
of service and leadership at Loyola
Marymount University. I intend to
PHOTO COURTESY OF YOSEF KALINKO
Provost Shane Martin began workingat Seattle University in June 2018.
vigorously defend my honor and
integrity. I will have no further public
comment at this time.”
Martin spent 25 years at LMU.
He was named Dean of the School
of Education in 2005 and Dean of
Graduate Studies in 2012. Martin
started his position as Provost at
Seattle U in June of 2018.
West Coast Trial Lawyers’ Attorney
Neama Rahmani spoke to The
Spectator, along with Mary Navia, the
plaintiff and Martin’s former assistant.
At LMU, Navia alleged that Martin
tried to purchase first-class flights for
an interview for the Provost position
at Seattle U.
“I can tell you that when I was there
and he was interviewing with Seattle
U, he tried to do first class and Seattle
U pushed back on it, and had him redo
his flights,” Navia said. “I remember
he approached me and said, ‘Oh
I’m already at a bad start there, they
noticed that.’”
Navia also elaborated on why she
decided to come forward with this
lawsuit.
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“I believe that this is owed to the
students, it’s owed to the parents.
Schools like LMU and Seattle U are
not state schools, so it’s very expensive
to send theirchildren to these schools,”
Navia said. “It’s just really unfortunate
when you have someone that not
just created the system, but actually
abused the system.”
UniversityPresident Father Stephen
V. Sundborg S.J., wrote a statement to
The Spectator on March 6 regarding
the lawsuit, which is presented below
in its entirety.
“I have great respect for Shane
Martin and the utmost confidence in
his leadership as Provost,” Sundborg
wrote. “The lawsuit at Loyola
Marymount University should not
distract from the important work that
we are doing at Seattle University.”
Sundborg’s statement was in
response to the following questions:
Do you, as the President of Seattle
University, condemn these acts, is
Seattle U planning to conduct an
internal investigation of Dr. Martin’s
use of funds since he has arrived at
Seattle U, and will Dr. Martin remain
at Seattle U?
In a follow up interview with The
Spectator on March 11, Sundborg
said he did not have anything else
to add to this statement and that he
would not comment on litigation
regarding Martin’s time at a different
university. Seattle U Vice President
for Communications Scott McClellan
also said on March 12 that he had
nothing further to add at this time.
Navia said that she believes that the
students at LMU deserve toknow how
university resources were being used.
“It would have been a lot easier for
me to just move on with my life and
go to my new job, but I felt that this
deserved to be put out for the public
to know.”
Michelle Newblom, Alec Downing,
and Josh Merchant contributed to this
report
Anna may be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
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COURSE EVALUATIONS DOING MORE HARM THAN GOOD?
Kristen Nielsen
Volunteer Writer
Student evaluations are often
considered nothing more than an
opportunity for potential bonus
points; though the impact they have
on teachers could mean the end
of a career.
Many members of the Seattle
University communityhave expressed
concern over the weight the school
has placed on student evaluations—
particularly given that they are at
times used to inform hiring and
firing decisions.
Ruchika Tulshyan, distinguished
professional-in-residence in the
Communications department, is
concerned that student evaluations
leave many opportunities for unfair
judgment of professors.
Tulshyan has taught at Seattle U for
nearly three quarters and has received
virtually all positive feedback from
her students. However, Tulshyan,
who has written extensively on the
subject of bias and inequality in the
workplace, said schools should be
more concerned about the impact of
biases on evaluations.
Tulshyan published “The Diversity
Advantage,” a book that explores
gender inequality in the workplace
and how bias plays a part in the way
we view and treat people.
“The area ofresearch I am interested
in is how much bias comes into how
we evaluate people, especially for
female academics. Evaluations of
female academics are usually based
on how they look or their soft skills
rather than the actual content of their
classes,” Tulshyan said.
This could have significant
consequences for many professors—-
especiallywomen—given that students
are more likely to unintentionally
spend too much time focusing on
aspects of a female professor that
do not relate to the class content.
This problem is far less common for
male professors.
“This is where student evaluations
can actually become counter-
productive,” Tulshyan said.
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However, it is difficult to remove
bias from all situations, especially
from subjective reviews.
Robert Dullea, vice president for
planning and vice provost at Seattle
U, explained how the school treats
student evaluations.
“Areas where student evaluations
are valuable and need to be given
significant weight include whether
the faculty member showed interest in
the learning and success of a student,
or whether the faculty member
organized curriculum in ways that
helped students to master skills and
content,” Dullea said.
Though Seattle U has several
methods of evaluating teachers,
student evaluations can be greatly
subject to unintentional biases.
Tulshyan mentioned that research
has shown students expect their
female professors to be much more
available to help students outside of
classroom hours than they would
for male professors. To remedy this
bias, Tulshyan recommended that
evaluations should ask more targeted
questions and that students should be
more aware of their biases, especially
towards women and those from
marginalized communities.
Dullea said student evaluations
could always be improved.
“Seattle University is continually
looking to ensure that it is using
methods and tools that are accurate
and support the development of the
faculty member,” Dullea said.
However, Dullea also goes on to
mention that student evaluations
are only one method used to
evaluate teachers.
“Faculty have responsibilities in
teaching, scholarship and service
and are evaluated in all three areas,”
Dullea said.
Cierrah Loveness, a criminal justice
major at Seattle U mentioned how
she believes that as long as other
factors are considered alongside
student evaluations, the system the
school uses to evaluate teachers as a
whole is effective.
“Ifa professor is let go after all their
responsibilities being considered, then
they probably needed to be let go, and
that leaves room for a better professor
to take their place,” Loveness said.
Though students and their
evaluations are valued, the importance
ofa teacherwhoiscapable inall aspects
of their job is extremely important.
Ultimately, it is up to the university to
decide which teachers will be the best
fit for the community as a whole.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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LEAD POISONING IN SEATTLE: SU INVESTIGATES WATER QUALITY
Caylah Lunning
Staff Writer
A recent study conducted at 199
different pre-schools and schools
across the state of Washington found
that 60.8 percent of the taps in schools
tested had lead levels of one part per
billion or greater.
Of these 199 tested schools, 97
percent had at least one tap with lead
levels of 1 part per billion or greater
in their waters—1.3 partsper billion is
the “action level”where water utilities
are required to take action.
Washington Elementary, located in
the Auburn school district, measured
at 269 parts per billion. Nine Mile
Falls Elementary had contamination
levels of 200 parts per billion and
Isom Elementary measured at 192
parts per billion.
Director for the Center for
Environmental Justice and
Sustainability and Professor of Civil
and Environmental Engineering
Phillip Thompson explained that high
amounts of lead can lead to significant
damage to the nervous system.
Thompson continued to explain
that the necessary actions would
include a process that measures
corrosion control. This could lead
to adjustments in pH levels, or the
addition of corrosion inhibitors such
as orthophosphates. This process
helps to form protective layers on the
surface of the pipes to prevent lead
from entering the water stream.
Lead contamination in waterways
happens due to corrosion of pipes
which can contain lead. When this
corrosive water makes contact with
these lead pipes, this causes the lead
to leak into the water. These leadpipes
can primarily be found in old homes.
Many cities across the United States
use leadpipes to distribute their water,
such as Seattle and Flint, Michigan.
Thompson explained that the city of
Seattle measures lead contamination
levels by bringing their data to a
certified testing lab, where they are
able to see if there are any harmfully
high contamination levels.
Seattle U obtains their drinking
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Drinkingfountains like this one fromBellarmine residence hall can be found in almsot any school around Washington.
water from Seattle Public Utilities
(SPU), where they are required to
have their water checked every six
months unless the institution qualifies
for an exemption.
“It’s great toknow that Seattle Public
Utilities is regularly monitoring
lead levels so they can adjust their
treatment process and continue to
protect public health,” Thompson said.
According to the SPU website, they
began sampling and analysis of the
water to meet the Environmental
Protection Agency’s Lead and Copper
Rule in 1992. The rule regulates and
sets action for lead and for copper
levels within drinking water. A utility
mustmake treatment changes or meet
other requirements if the action level
for either lead or copper is exceeded in
more than 10 percent of theresidential
samples.
Associate Vice President of Facility
Services Robert Schwartz explained
that Seattle U’s water is routinely
tested for high lead levels at SPU.
Since catching wind ofother Seattle
schools that tested for high lead levels,
Schwartz said that water samples
from Campion, the Student Center,
and Xavier have been sent to the
lab through a third party to test for
contamination levels.
“If we have an issue, then we want
to know about it. I don’t think that we
will, I think it’s been since 1985, lead
solder, which is a source of a lot of
the lead in the water, we haven’t used
it on campus,” Schwartz said. “I think
it’s going to be more of an issue with
lines that aren’t used more frequently.
Our lines only get so much usage.
I’m not expecting that we’ll have any
problems, just one of the things that
we don’t routinely check.”
Richard Moyer, manager of facilities
operations, assured that Seattle U’s
water systems shouldn’t be a problem
that the campus community needs
to worry about, and said that lead is
typically more ofa concern with paint,
dust, and soil.
“We actually have some of the
cleanest water in the nation, and
Seattle is constantly highlighted for
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the cleanliness of its water sources
and its transportation and structure.
It’s really not a concern here as far as
I can tell.”
Schools in the Seattle area will
continue to monitor lead levels in the
water taps provided to students.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
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YOUR VOICE, YOUR POWER: SGSU RELEASES LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
Myrea Mora
Staff Writer
The Legislative Agenda of the Student
Government of Seattle University
(SGSU) serves as a way to keep
SGSU accountable as true advocates
for the undergraduate student body.
SGSU sent out its 2018-19 agenda
on March 1.
The representative assembly
approved the Legislative Agenda on
Dec. 5. SGSU created the document
with input from the answers students
provided from the State of the
Undergraduate Survey (SUSS) in the
2017-18 year.
The Legislative Agenda has four
main focal points: engaging across
difference with humanity to improve
inclusive campus climate, support
for historically underrepresented
students, support for students’ mental
health and safety, and improving
budget transparency and financial
literacy on campus.
SGSU Student Body President and
Fourth-year Psychology Major Azrael
Howell wants students to know that
the document is an update to inform
students on SGSU’s plans and central
points for the remainder of the year.
“Overall the power comes from
the students. SGSU’s role in this is
to be representatives because we are
in the position to directly speak to
administration,” Howell said. “That is
why it is important for SGSU to talk
with other students and to listen to
what they’re saying.”
Howell said that the representative
assembly split up into four groups
to begin working on the different
parts of the SUSS. They are analyzing
specific themes to inform students
of the general population’s response
to the survey. Next, they will present
these points to different members of
staff, faculty, administration, and the
Board of Trustees in order to work
on a solution.
The underrepresentation of students
on campus is a pressing concern
for SGSU. Howell wants to make
sure that all underrepresented and
marginalized students have a voice
8 NEWS
and are recognized on campus.
The Legislative Agenda concluded
with Howell’s reflection on the
importance of students sharing their
voices to be heard on campus.
“A lot of the stuff we put out there
can be very to-the-point. Though
we are a group, we do have different
views on certain things. The reflection
at the end of the Legislative Agenda
was for students to see how I think
about things,” Howell said. “I came to
Seattle U because ofits mission, and if
the students aren’t seeing the mission
implemented, that is a concern.”
The Legislative Agenda also
encouraged students to attend Mission
Day. Mission Day will take place on
April 11 and is a time for students
to get together and talk about how
Seattle U’s mission does or does not
resonate with each individual.
In previous years, Mission Day
has been a faculty event, but there is
now a student Mission Day so Seattle
U scholars can be included in the
conversation. This year’s Mission Day
will be community-based, and it aims
to bring students and faculty together.
The keynote speaker this year
will be Michael Eric Dyson,
a professor of sociology from
Georgetown University.
The SGSU Vice President of
University Affairs and Fourth-year
Accounting Major Clara Cordova
works to create events such as
mission day for students to participate
with SGSU in an open space that
encourages communication between
students and SGSU representatives.
“In the SUSS we found out that
a lot of students don’t know what
SGSU does. I want students to know
that there are people who care,”
Cordova said. “Change is slow but
there are people working to solve
problems on campus.”
SGSU is planning to hold a forum
in the near future to hear what
students want to see implemented on
campus as Seattle U’s administration
begins its strategic planning for the
next five years.
Cordova’s committee of SGSU
representatives is working on projects
directly from the Legislative Agenda.
Some of these projects include mental
health awareness by working with
Counseling and Psychology Services
to get a video out to new students that
emphasizes the importance of mental
health, and increasing awareness for
students with disabilities.
The committee is also working with
admissions to increase admissions
for students of color. They want to
encourage students of color to feel
more comfortable in applying to
Seattle U, and they plan to hold more
events that promote diversity.
First-year Class Representative
Alvaro Vazquez is looking forward
to how the goals of the agenda can
positively influence students on
campus—especially underrepresented
and disadvantaged students.
“I think we have a good set of
focuses this year as we try to find ways
to better support underrepresented
communities and increase our schools
budget transparency, so studentsknow
what they’re paying for,” Vazquez said.
The Legislative Agenda is based on
student input and SGSUplans to tackle
all points mentioned in the document.
When students communicate their
thoughts and opinions on campus,
SGSU then has the power to make
sure each student’s voice is being
recognized at Seattle U.
Myrea may be reached at
mmora@su-spectator.com
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PRESIDENT’S FORUM LEAVES ATTENDEES WITH LINGERING QUESTIONS
AnnaKaplan
Investigative Editor
On March 5, University President
Father Stephen V. Sundborg S.J.
hosted his quarterly President’s Forum
in Pigott Auditorium. In a forum
designed to promote transparency,
some of the attendees felt that they
were left with more questions than
answers following Sundborg s speech.
During the 30-minute speech,
Sundborg rattled off a list of updates
similar to the 10-minute video he sent
in an email to all students, faculty, and
staff on March 1. The subjects ranged
from university capital campaigns,
summaries of discussions with the
Board of Trustees, and compensation.
About halfway through the forum,
Sundborg gave an update regarding
faculty and staff salaries.
“Staffare at 100percentofthe market
comparison for their similar kinds of
positions for this region, and faculty
are 95 percent of the comparative
position for their positions in higher
education,” Sundborg said. “There’s
some need for particular people
within the staff, for their salaries to
be adjusted and there is a need for us,
over a period ofyears, to make up that
differencebetween the 95 percent and
the 100 percent.”
Other attendees were puzzled by
this information, because several
employees that Spectator reporters
spoke to after the forum stated
that their salaries are below the
market average.
In a follow-up interview with The
Spectator, Sundborg clarified his
original statement regarding faculty
and staff compensation, adding that
he meant to say that it was the average.
“It’s the composite average, so if
you take all of the staff salaries as an
aggregate, or as a whole, they’re at 100
percent,” Sundborg said. “It’s not like
each position is at 100 percent—if I
said that, that was a mistake.. .1 should
have said the composite.”
Kimberly Gawlik, a senior
administrative assistant in the College
of Arts and Sciences, said that the
compensation percentages Sundborg
announced during the forum can be
misleading withoutproper context.
“I was a littleconcerned inthat room
that maybe that wasn’t the right place
to divulge those numbers, or make
those numbers public to the university
without some context, and without
some background information,”
Gawlik said. “Tell us what we’re basing
this 100 percent and this 95 percent
on. I’m willing to lookat information
and accept that, but without context,
it’s a little concerning.”
Sundborg also announced that the
university will now be releasing the
minutes of the weekly President’s
Cabinet meetings online, in a greater
effort towards transparency. This
follows a similar move implemented
after the President’s Forum during
spring quarter 2018, where Sundborg
said that they would be posting
meeting notes from the Board
of Trustees meetings online. All
meeting notes can now be viewed
on the Governance page of the
Seattle U website.
Attendees were left with more
questions following the question-
and-answer portion of the forum.
Sundborg allowed three questions,
first from Civil Engineering student
Jorge Lara regarding resources for
undocumented students on campus.
Sundborg answered and said, “I
don’t know where we are on that... I
don’t have an update on that from
where we were last time,” before
asking if Vice President for Student
Development Alvin Sturdivant could
provide a better answer.
Sturdivantwas notpresent at the time
of the question, but Vice President for
Planning and Vice Provost Bob Dullea
CONNOR MERRION • THE SPECTATOR
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provided information about how the
Strategic Plan Steering Committee
was planning to incorporate feedback
from undocumented students in the
five-year strategic plan, which will
take effect on Jan. 1,2020.
The next question regarded
accessibility issues on campus for
students with disabilities, to which
Sundborg deflected his answer
to Senior Director of Disabilities
Services Kim Thompson, who also
was not present to provide an answer.
Sundborg then said, “Nobody’s
here but me,” to an auditorium that
responded with laughter.
In thefollow-up interview, Sundborg
said that he plans to “get wordaround”
in his cabinet about future forums. He
said it would be helpful if they attend
the forums in the future, in case
someone asks about something he
does not know in his role as president.
“It was awkward, wasn’t it, yeah,”
Sundborg said. “I don’t expect
everyone to attend, it’s a voluntary
thing...There’s a lot of things as
president that I can’t know, so it’s
helpful to have other people there,
but I don’t ask, or I don’t require them
to be there.”
The third question centered around
the university’s recent decision to
divest from fossil fuels. After waiting
about three seconds for the next
question, Sundborg ended the forum
15 minutes earlier than the prior
scheduled time.
Anna may be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
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IT’S DEAD WEEK, EVERYONE!
me: manic and on my third
day of no sleep during finals
HOROSCOPES: TIPS & TRICKS FOR FINALS WEEK
n LIBRA Yu CAPRICORN ‘V* ARIES CANCER
1=5 9/23-10/22 V® 12/22-1/20 f 3/21-4/20
_
6/22-7/22
don't allow your options to pick planning fartherahead isn't always don't let the shiny object consume don't blame the moon for you
themselves the move you hindering yourself from working....
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Lila Zuckermann
Volunteer Writer
Seattle University prides itself on its
diverse student population and drive
to achieve social justice through
education ofthe whole person.
Seattle U has had a historically
inclusive attitude towards those
who identify as gay, lesbian, or
bisexual. However, in the past
decade, there has been a shift among
the student population: a call to
the administration from Seattle Us
transgender, non-binary, and gender
non-conforming students for an
increase in resources and for more
accommodating housing.
Seattle U’s new inclusive housing
policy is stated on the university’s
website as follows: “Transgender,
gender non-conforming, and non-
binary students have the option to
live with students who share their
gender identity, correct their gender
identity, name, and pronouns...
[in] the housing portal, and use the
housing portal to be matched with
roommates who share their or affirm
their gender identity.” Below this
statement is a short glossary of terms
like “transgender” and “non-binary”
to educate unfamiliar students.
This policy took over 10 years of
discussion and working groups to be
officially approved. In 2009, it came
"When the system shows the
wrong name, it honestly feels
like o microaggression. It's
transphobia. Even if it's not
intentional it's still very real."
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to the attention of housing officials
that increasingly more students were
requesting system name changes or a
roommate switch so they could live
with a student who matched their
gender identity or someone they felt
more comfortable with.
The former housing policy and
online portal operated on a male-
female binary system, where
roommates were paired together
based on theirbiological sex. Students
would apply to Seattle U under their
legal name, with zero opportunities to
enter their preferred name. For many
transgender students, moving into a
new dorm labeled with their legal, or
“dead name,” can be a traumatic start
to college.
Ash Joyce, a second-year student
who identifies as non-binary, spoke to
their experience with inconsistencies
in the system.
“When I moved in this year, my
RA had to specifically ask me what
name I went by,” Joyce said. “I’m glad
that she knows that I go by a different
name, but she didn’t know what it was
because it wasn’t in the system.”
Eight years ago, the first official
inclusive housing policy was drafted.
It was repeatedly sent up the chain of
command with no luck.
Associate Director of Housing and
Residence Life (HRL) Tim Albert has
worked with students to accommodate
their needs.
“There was some concern because
it [is] a Catholic school,” Albert said.
“Some of the politics within the
Church made it difficult.”
This process of rewriting, waiting,
and sending the drafts up for approval
yet again was slow, and it frustrated
the students involved. In Feb. 2018, a
group of student activists formed the
Gender Inclusive Housing Council.
According to the presentation they
gave to department heads, this
group strives to “create a more trans,
non-binary, and queer-inclusive
environment on campus.”
The main policy changes that this
group demanded were adjustments
to the housing portal, faculty and
housing employee training, and
most importantly, “creating more
accountability for staff in charge of
imposing housing policy”
In April 2018, Triangle Club, a
student-led campus organization
group that supports LGBTQ+
students, hosted their annual drag
show. The Spectator published a story
the following week covering the event,
placing a picture of one of the student
performers on the front cover to
showcase the article.
Right before an admissions event
where prospective students and their
families visited the campus, a resident
Jesuitadmitted to removing countless
copies of the newspaper from their
holders around campus, saying he
was worried the new students would
be offended by the content. University
PresidentFather Stephen V. Sundborg
S.J. made a statement concerning the
events, but many students felt that his
show of support was insincere.
Backlash ensued among the student
body, and HRL scrambled to answer
complaints and concerns. With the
studentbody reeling from events they
felt revealed the administration’s lack
of support, it was in this chaotic time
that the most progress was made on
the gender inclusive housing policy.
“[This] drama created a climate
where we got to do some things
weren’t really allowed to do before,”
Chris McCarty, assistant director of
HRL, said.
HRL was given permission to begin
drafting an official policy that had the
promise to be approved more quickly
than in previous years. After student
feedbackseminars, collaboration with
the Office ofMulticultural Affairs and
the Gender Justice Center, and three
different draffs, the new policy was
formally approved by Seattle U and
posted on the website in February
2018, making the university the third
Jesuit college in the country to have
gender inclusive housing. This was a
triumph for students who had been
working hard to convince the school
the policy was necessary.
President of Triangle Club Ames
Zocchi was one ofthe student activists
involved in creating the gender
inclusive housing policy.
“I’m really happy and proud of this
actual thing happening,” Zocchi said.
“I was honestly really scared [it wasn’t
going to pass] and it was really hard
to get in contact with folks in the
administration to see if this was going
to happen or not.”
Zocchi spent copious amounts of
time working with HRL officials and
joked that he is “probably on their
watch list by now.” While Zocchi
understood that making bureaucratic
change on campus was not going
to happen instantly, he found the
process tireless.
“There’s blame to go all around here
for why gender-inclusive housing
hasn’t happened sooner,” Zocchi said.
“Housing tried, but they didn’t have
the tools available to them, and they
didn’t look for the tools. But if they
You tshould not] need to talk to
on administrator to get the same
thing that most other students
can have easily... Changing the
system is difficult; it is hard to
find a system that gives students
options and flexibility without
throwing out the binary
for everyone"
opened the drawers and did some
work, they would’ve found them.”
Another important feature of the
new housing policy is the ability for
students to change their name in the
online system to their preferred name.
This was good news for Joyce, who
single-handedly assembled a user-
friendly guide for students to learn
how to switch their legal name to
their preferred name in all Seattle U
systems, which is usually a long and
complicated process.
“When the system shows the
wrong name, it honestly feels like a
microaggression. It’s transphobia.
Even if it’s not intentional, it’s still very
real.” Joyce said.
Joyce has been at Seattle U for two
years and continually runs into new
places in the myriad systems where
their legal name is shown instead of
their preferred name, a name that
virtually everyone on campus knows
them by. Joyce thinks the new housing
policy is “a step in the right direction,”
but still feels there is more work to
be done.
The gender-inclusive policy has
passed, but there is still room for
improvement. McCarty is working
hard on improving the housing portal
in time for the incoming first-year
class to register. McCarty wants to
customize the portal so everyone
can apply for housing the same way,
regardless of gender identity.
“You [should not] need to talk to an
administrator to get the same thing
that most other students can have
easily,” McCarty said. “Changing the
system is difficult; it is hard to find a
system that gives students options and
flexibility without throwing out the
binary for everyone.”
Housing is also currentlyworking on
a guide for students to show accessible
resources on campus, such as where
the gender-neutral bathrooms are
located and specific features of each
residence hall.
As the newest incoming class is
scheduled to register for housing
soon, the future is still yet to
be written.
“I have welcomed a lot of younger
students to make sure they know and
keep [the fight for gender justice]
going,” Zocchi said. “It’s not going to
die out.”
The editor may be reached at
fdivinagracia@su-spectator.com
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Studentscelebrate the passing ofnew gender-inclusive housingpolicy.
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Logan Gilbert
Staff Writer
Whenever you hear a loud banging
noise around campus or see students
hitting chairs and tires with sticks,
it is a pretty safe bet that the noise is
coming from the Hidaka Taiko club,
a Japanese drum and culture group
on campus. This past weekend, the
club had its second showcase event
where members were able to show off
what they had been practicing and
introduce people to the art form.
The message behind the show was
“Kiseki,” meaning “the path we’ve
taken; a miracle.” This message
explored what it meant to be a Taiko
group at the school as the club added
20 new members this year. The team
has been putting together the show
since last year, and have been working
tirelessly with four days of practice a
week and multiple performances at
events to prepare.
Misato Murakoa, a senior
international business and business
analytics double major, is vice
president of the club. Murakoa talked
about how the club came up with the
idea for the theme and how it relates
to the groups experience this year.
“We found Kiseki for its original
meaning of the path we’ve taken,
but we [also] wanted to use it for its
double meaning,” Murakoa said. “It
also means miracle, as a way of saying
thank you to those that have helped
get here and for sharing this miracle
that we have with us, as a club that is
just two years old, to have as big of a
showcase as we had.”
SECOND TAIKO SHOWCASE ENCOMPASSES “KISEKI” MESSAGE
The performance itself was
centered around showcasing the
group and included multiple original
compositions that allowed members
to express their creativity and unique
musical stylings. The first Song of the
show included a piece called Subete,
which means “everything” in Japanese,
and was written collaboratively by
everyone in the group. It was an
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explosive way to start the show, with
all 30 members ofthe club performing
across the whole stage and spilling
over to the sides.
The performance not only acted as
a way for the club to celebrate where
they have come in the shortyearand a
half that they have existed on campus,
but for them to honor the students
that are graduating this year and all
they have done for the club. The three
graduating seniors are Tamai Hiyane,
Tony Salatino, and Muraoka. They
were able to write a song and put on
a special performance as a present to
the group.
The showalso featuredperformances
by Taiko Kai, the University of
Washington Taiko performance
group, and Inochi Taiko, a Seattle-
based group that performs and helps
mentor the Seattle University club.
The performances were a chance for
the audience to see the differences
in style between the groups. Some of
the songs included portions where
the three Taiko teams would mix in
members for different songs. One
MICHAEL OLLEE • THE SPECTATOR
Hidaka Taiko shouts in unison to end one of their songs with a bang as part of theirsecond annual Taiko showcase, Kiseki.
standout moment of the show was
when Inochi Taiko invited Murakoa
to be an official member of their
performance group along with Seattle
U student and current Hidaka Taiko
President, Elias Chanteloup.
Trenton Johnson, a first-year
criminal justice major, attended the
show and reflected one what made
the event exciting compared to other
cultural showcases.
“It was very different compared to
other cultural shows that I’ve been to.
The choreography and the music were
engaging but what was really different
was the audience participation,”
Johnson said. “This engagement was
what really made the event special.
The final song of the performance
was “Hidaka!” a colorful mix of
heavily practiced drummingand what
felt like a group of friends having fun.
Club Founder Yukiyo Mitsubishi and
Chanteloup wrote the song, which
contained high energy and spirit as
could be seen in the stage fight, joking
mistakes, and dancing that made
the performance much more than a
purely auditory performance.
The show became very emotional
as the team shared their gratitude to
their graduating seniors and showed a
video of the time that the group had
spent together. This showed how close
the group was and how they really
thought of themselves as a close-knit
group, a sentiment that is echoed by
member Nicolas Pham, a second-year
communications major.
“I think'the biggest thing about this
tlub is that we are all a familyand we
are all there to support each other.”
Logan may be reached at
lgilbert@su-spectator.com
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NONAME BUT LOTS OF PERSONALITY AT SEATTLE CONCERT
JoshMerchant
News Editor
With a glowing neon light that said
“ROOM 25” blinking behind her
performance, punctuating every
verse of the deeply personal songs
that Noname performed, her low-
register rap felt like a poem more
than anything—which makes sense
given that Fatimah Warner, known as
Noname, started out as a poet.
However, there’s no denying that
her music is through-and-through
rap, as she performs verses about
police brutality, her first love, and
her own mortality with a fluidity and
rhythmicity that many rappers can
only hope to achieve.
Her performance began with the
first track fromher self-released debut
studio album: “Self As she rapped
the line, “Y’all really thought a bitch
couldn’t rap, huh?” the crowd was
entrancedby her magnetic personality
and pulled into her vulnerable lyrics
and honest presentation.
After her introduction, she began
performing the rest of her album,
showing off “Blaxploitation” and
“Prayer Song”—two songs about
racism and police brutality with
a rapid-fire rapping style that
exemplifies the breadth ofher style.
In contrast, Noname followed
up the introduction tracks with a
medley from her mixtape “Telefone,”
including many of the popular tracks
that garnered her critical acclaim like
“Diddy Bop” and “Reality Check,”
though I was disappointed not to hear
my absolute favorite, “Forever” in
the medley.
After stepping into the spotlight and
pointing out that “Now everybody can
see my acne,” she performed many
of the remaining tracks, including
“Montego Bae” and “Ace” (to loud
cheering inthe audience).
At the opening notes of “Window,”
I can say that I personally screamed—-
that song had been my number one
track of 2018 on Spotify with dozens
and dozens of listens. With the
beautiful symphonic crescendos and
the theatrical instrumentation that
resembles a 1950s movie soundtrack,
Noname told a vulnerable story of her
first love and her fall from innocence.
I cried real tears.
While I was at my most vulnerable,
crying from the long-awaited
performance of one of my favorite
tracks, followed by theemotional track
“Don’t Forget About Me,” Noname
caught me with the song I had been
disappointed not to hear earlier in the
night: “Forever.”
Moments after rapping about
her mortality and her fear of
being forgotten, Noname rapped
triumphantly, “Fuck it, I’ll live
forever,” as the backup singers (and
my own now-hoarse voice) sang the
chorus that I had been obsessed with
for months.
Despite the bright flashing lights
and the high-energy of her upbeat
performances, Noname gave the
audience insight into the most
vulnerable parts of her life and
community. As she rapped lyrics
about the devalued black lives taken
at the hands of police—as well as her
own self-doubts—her face conveyed
the intensity of these verses, almost
acting out the stories she was telling
through her bodylanguage on stage.
At no point was her emotional body
language clearer than during her
performanceof“ByeByeBlue”—a song
she had written to process an abortion
she got years prior. As she rapped
from the perspective of her aborted
fetus, processingher guilt aloud to the
audience while jumping and dancing
to the upbeat drums, the grief she felt
from the emotionally intense decision
she made was juxtaposed with the
cheers of the audience and Noname’s
radiant energyherself.
The closing song of her show was
also the closing track of her album,
called “no name.” After the intro
went on for a minute or two, Noname
laughed and said, “If you’ve listened
to this album, you know this intro is
so long. I don’t know why I did this.”
She then closed out the concert with a
ballad about her stage name, Noname.
“So many names don’t exist,” she
rapped, before the backup singers
JAVIER PLASCENCIA • THE SPECTATOR
Noname on-stage in Seattle’s Showbox at the Market on Sunday, March 10,2019.
sang, “Through all the joy and all
the pain, don’t forget from where
you came,” and Fatimah Warner left
the stage.
At that point, I was completely
content with the performance I had
watched. She performed extremely
well, she included all of my favorites,
and “no name” drew the concert to a
perfect close.
That being said, I was not
disappointed to see her come back on
stage for an obligatory encore. For her
final song, Noname performed her
closing track from “Telefone,” called
“Shadow Man.”
After the final line, the concert
closed with the singers repeating the
line, “Bless the nightingale, darkness
keep you well.” Noname said “bye”
into the microphone and quietly
walked off the stage, leaving the band
MARCH 13,2019
to finish out the musically lush outro.
Noname would play a second
concert on March 10 (which she
scheduledafter her first show sold out
faster than expected), and I’ll admit
that I was tempted to buy a ticket on
the spot to see her a second time. But
on top of not having an extra $50 to
spare on secondhand tickets, the show
I saw on Saturday was so complete
that I felt entirely satisfied with the
concert I attended.
Her music is good, which makes
a concert worth it in itself, but even
further, her personality and her
storytelling left me feeling like there
was nothing more for me to hear.
Josh may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U POETRY SLAM IS A SLAM DUNK-WITH WORDS
Nicole Golba
Staff Writer
Roses are red, violets are blue, poems
are powerful, as are students at SU.
Although poems are mosttraditionally
depicted as words on paper, a concept
known as a poetry slam has become
increasingly popular among writers
worldwide. With a competitive
undertone and the opportunity for
poets to read their works aloud to
audiences and judges alike, poetry
slams have become rather common
at schools—Seattle University being
no exception.
The Indigenous Student Association
(ISA), a student-run club at Seattle U,
hosted its third annual poetry slam
this past week. The club, a cultural
and identity-based organization,
vies to create a stronger awareness
and authentic presence of the
indigenous peoples within the Seattle
U community while also providing
a “home away from home” and
support network.
Seattle U prides itselfin empowering
leaders for a just and humane world,
and ISA is giving students just that
opportunity. Senior English major
Sena Crow, treasurer and financial
officer ofISA, explained the reasoning
behind the initial startup of the event
and its continuation throughout
the years.
“It was right after the inauguration,
so I feel like there was a need for art
expression, and I think that’s part
of why we had it,” Crow said. “We
decided to hold it again because it
went so well the first time—we want
to put on events that engage with
the campus.”
Furthermore, the club is donating
a portion of the proceeds it raised
through button sales to a local
non-profit organization, Mother
Nation. Junior Hanna-Marie Lucero,
president and executive director of
ISA, connected the importance of the
poetic get-together to Mother Nation.
“We wanted to focus on something
relevant in the native community, so
we focused on indigenous women. In
Canada, there’s a high statistical rate
16
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of native women that are victims of
homicide and rape —there’s not a lot
of coverage of it,” Lucero said. “It’s a
movement, and we are trying to raise
awareness and make change. We came
up with buttons and we wanted to
donate to Mother Nation.”
Mother Nation aspires to both
celebrate and inspire the success
of Native American families. With
informed healing services customized
for every person, Mother Nation
strives to advocate forthe issue at hand
while helping solve it simultaneously.
Weekly programs and scheduled
events promote change, and Seattle U
now plays an active role.
Poetry Slam, although small when
compared to events put on by Mother
Nation, was coined successful this
year. A large turnout translated to
happiness on the organizational
side of the event. The event proved
noteworthy through not just sheer
size and participation, but its ability
to foster a sense of community, as
Lucero noted.
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Kalahari Hughes performed one ofseveral untitled poems.
“I really love it—it makes me
happy,” Lucero said. “Just growing
up, it’s always nice to have a sense of
community. It’s nice to be there, to
support people; we’re able to create a
space where people feel supported and
feel at home in a sense. A place where
they can be safe, makes me happy—it’s
nice to provide a space like that.”
Participants were able to feel this
sense of community and safeness
firsthand. Although technically a
competition with judges and an
audience watching, the support was
evident throughout. Participation was
highlyencouraged and those standing
in front of the crowd reading their
own works were complemented by
snaps, claps, and a plethora of ooh’s
and aah’s from onlookers.
In the first round, participants read
two oftheirpoems. After a shortbreak,
one final poem was read before the
judges came to a decision. Sophomore
Michael Pazen was awarded first place
following the two rounds.
Poetry slam was most certainly a
slam for its participantsand organizers
this year. A large turnout and a sense
of community garnered from free
snacks like popcorn and cookies,
button sales, and an open-mic session
after the initial competition provided
every participant or listener a chance
to shareand partake.
Sign-ups for the event were simple;
filling out an online Google document
was all it took to secure a spot in the
competition. If you or someone you
may know is interested in finding
a community where creativity is
valued—especially poetry—ISA and
Lucero have an event for you.
“We want to create a space on
campus where students can share. It’s
more intimate and not as big, because
I don’t think there’s been another
poetry slam on campus. It’s a creative
oudet for people.”
Nicole may be reached at
ngollba@su-spectator.com
CONNECTING “THE COLOR PURPLE” TO THE JESUIT MISSION
JackDerby
Volunteer Writer
As Reverend Louis Gaffney, S.J.,
Chair, Dr. Mary Antoinette Smith is
responsible for promoting the Jesuit
mission and teachings throughout
Seattle University. On Monday, March
4 in the Bannan Auditorium, Smith
organized an event pertaining to the
1985 film, “The Color Purple,” with a
screening of the film and a discussion
surrounding tender mercy and the
Jesuit teaching of Cura Personalis,
or care for the entire person.
“The Color Purple,” based on the
Alice Walker novel of the same name,
is a film that explores issues of abuse
and injustice, but the film concludes
with an inspiring ending that
embodies the spirit ofCura Personalis.
Throughout the film, the protagonist
Celie faces constant abuse, first from
a man who she believes to be her
father, and later from her husband,
Mister. Eventually, a nightclub
singer named Shug Avery enters
her life and she finally experiences
the love that she had been deprived
of throughout her life. The tender
mercy that Celie receives from Shug
contrasts powerfully with the prior
abuse. Smith decided to show the film
in order to put the Jesuit message of
care ofthe whole person into context.
“I was watching ‘The Color Purple,’
not too long ago, and I thought this is
an interesting film to think of in terms
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of tender mercy,” Smith said. “There’s
some harsh stuffthat happens here, but
gradually everyone begins to listen to
one another. Even Mister, by the end of
this film, has a redemptive moment.”
That redemptive moment comes
when Mister spends his savings to
reunite Celie with her sister after he
had separated the pair years earlier.
At the end of the film, Celie is
shown selling pants as part of an
entrepreneurial enterprise that she
pursues with the love and support
of those closest to her. Mister’s
redemptive ending is different in
the novel, as it discusses his role
in helping Celie sow pants for her
store. The mercy that Celie shows in
the novel by forgiving Mister for his
past wrongdoings and allowing him
to help in her shop, is part of that
mercy that Pope Francis discusses.
“[Pope Francis] talked about
our need nowadays, with all our
global dramas and traumas, that
we need to be more merciful and
extend that mercy to each other,”
Smith said. “He said it’s a Kairos
time, an opportune time to do that.”
Sullivan Leadership Program
Scholar Cameryn Laborte discussed
that it was difficult to focus on the
themes of tender mercy and care
of the entire person with so much
abuse portrayed throughout the
film, even with an uplifting ending.
“In this film you can’t help but
see so much pain, and get so
fixated on the wrong that different
characters go through,” Laborte said.
Despite all of the difficult subject
matter in the film, Laborte saw value in
thefilmviewing as acatalyst tomake the
viewer to reflect on the juxtaposition
between the good and bad in the
film and embrace the idea of tender
mercy in relation to the characters
that they might not otherwise
have extended their sympathy to.
“It challenged me to see the good
partsandtheredeemingpartsofpeople,
because, somehow, there are both, and
you have to recognize both,” she said.
Fellow Sullivan Scholar, Peter
Hoang, saw tenderness in the
film through the marked change
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of certain male characters.
“In the beginning, they were
pretty rough and imposing of their
male dominance,” Hoang said.
Instances of toxic masculinity are
riddled throughout thefilm, andHoang
said that he noticed such imposition
and assertive overcompensation
of masculinity throughout high
school. As the characters in the film
begin to realize their faults, Hoang
saw the tenderness and care of the
entire person that the screening and
discussion were centered around.
“We see a transformation towards
the end of the film where he
[Mister] is the one who reunites
the two sisters,” Hoang said.
Smith explained her synthesization
of messages of tender mercy in
a way that brings together the
thoughts of Pope Francis, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., and the Jesuits and
reveals the film in a different light.
“I read Pope Francis’ book, “The
Name of God is Mercy,” and I’m very
well versed in the writings of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., and as I read
Pope Francis I said, ‘This is exactly
what MartinLuther King Jr. was saying
about buildingthebelovedcommunity,
extending tenderness to one another,
listening to one another, caring for
eachother, loving one another.’”
Despite all the hate that the film
centers around, the loveandcare ofone
another brings the characters together
in a loving community and that is a
testament to the values that Smith
hoped toportray byscreeningthis film.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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Said to be the most powerful Avenger
and touted as the key to defeating
Thanos—ever since the mysterious
post-credit scene in “Avengers:
Infinity War” in which she was first
alluded to, moviegoers have been
waiting and wondering: Just who is
Captain Marvel?
Fans of the Marvel Cinematic
Universe (MCU) finally had this
question answered as the cosmic hero
made her big screen debut in her self-
titled standalone film.
While the MCU has its fair share
of strong women in both heroic
and villainous roles, it took over a
decade—in which time 20 Marvel
films were made—for Marvel Studios
to release the first female-led film.
The film delivers what we’ve come
to expect from Marvel films: stunning
visuals, well-choreographed fight
sequences, tie-ins and connections
with other Marvel films, and plenty
ofhumor.
Drawingon the otherworldly cosmic
adventures shown in “Guardians of
the Galaxy” and the fantastical, yet
still grounded Earth-based superhero
origin stories of Marvel’s Phase One
films, “Captain Marvel” feels like a
return to a simpler time in the Marvel
universe, before the Avengers and
before the muti-hero team-up movies
we are now used to.
Academy Award Winner Brie
Larson takes on the title role of
Captain Marvel—though in the film
she has yet to acquire this moniker,
instead, going by her given name,
Carol Danvers.
Poised to take on a major role not
just in “Avengers: Endgame,” but in
the overall future of the MCU, Larson
has big shoes to fill and in her first
on-screen appearance as Danvers she
is confident, witty, and defiant. She
is instantly captivating and with her
story truly just beginning, she is sure
to become a fan favorite.
Samuel L. Jackson reprises his role
as Nick Fury, this time younger than
HIGHER, FURTHER,
Alec Downing
Sports & Opinion Editor
Contains spoilers
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FASTER: CAPTAIN MARVEL BREAKS THE GLASS CEILING
ever thanks to de-aging technology
and with both his eyes—at least for
most of the film. He and Larson have
excellent chemistry throughout the
film, not to mention their humorous
relationship with their feline sidekick
Goose the cat/ flerken.
In the film, Danvers, a United
States Air Force pilot, acquires her
powers from the Tesseract which was
first shown back in 2011’s “Captain
America: The First Avenger.” She does
so after unknowingly getting in the
middle of fighting between an alien
race, the Kree.
Recognizing her immense power,
the villainous Kree kidnap her and
erase her memories, making her
believe she is Kree and using her as a
weapon in their war against another
alien race, the Skrulls.
This is all revealed in the second
half of the film and is one of the most
memorable and powerful plot twists to
date in the MCU. In the first halfofthe
film, the Kree are presented as heroic
warriors while the Skrulls, similar to
their depiction in the Marvel comics,
are fairly one-dimensional villains.
Their green skin, pointed ears, and
shape-shifting abilities immediately
mark them as somewhat standard
“evil” aliens in contrast to the human-
like Kree Starforce warriors.
The audience is further inundatedin
this black and white view of the Kree
and Skrulls simply due to the casting
of Ben Mendelsohn—best known for
his villainous roles including Orson
Krennic in “Rogue One: A Star Wars
Story” and Sorrento in “Ready Player
One”—as the Skrull General Talos.
For those familiarwith Mendelsohn’s
body of work, a second layer of
deception is applied. Much like the
alien race he plays, Mendelsohn’s
penchant for villainousroles masks his
character’s trueidentity and intentions.
In one ofthe mostemotional scenes of
the film, it is revealed that the Skrulls
are not the evil shapeshifters the Kree
proclaim them to be, and are in fact
just refugees and victims of ruthless
Kree conquest.
In addition to all of this, “Captain
Marvel” delivers a powerful
feminist message.
The film begins with Danvers being
told by her Kree captor/mentor Yon-
Rogg, played by Jude Law, that she
needs to “control her emotions.”
Throughout the film Danvers has
flashbacks to her previous life on
Earth. She recounts the many times
she was told by other men, including
her father and those in the Air Force,
that she was “too emotional.”Through
other sexist comments, these men
tried to make her feel as if she didn’t
belong in historicallymale-dominated
spaces like youth sports and
the military.
In the film’s third act, Danvers is
captured by the Kree, who once again
attempt to mind control her. At this
point she recalls the many times in her
life she has been told by men to hold
back her power. She also recollects
that after each fall, she gotback up and
proves her doubters wrong. Danvers
does exactly this, breaking free from
the Kree mind control and unleashing
the power she was always told
to suppress.
After saving the earth from an
orbital bombardmentby Kree military
forces, Danvers returns to Earth for
a final battle with Yon-Rogg. The
Kree commander goads Danvers,
challenging her to defeathim without
use of her power—asking her to once
again hold back and taunting her that
she will once again be betrayed by
her emotions.
Utilizing the full force ofher powers
she unleashes cosmic blast from her
palm, sending Yon-Rogg soaring
across the desert. She calmly walks
to Yon-Rogg, now lying injured and
defeated, and tells him, “I have nothing
to prove to you.” She then calmly and
methodically drags him across the
desert, places him in a ship and plots
a course back to the Kree homeworld,
telling him to tell the Kree leader that
she is coming. Yon-Rogg begs and
pleads with Danvers, saying she “can’t
do this” to which she replies “I’m
kinda done with you telling me what
I can’t do.”
Khuong “Teddy” Vo contributed to this
article
Alec may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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TIME OUT SESSION: HOMETOWN HERO MAKES HIS MARK AT SEATTLE U
Sophia Wells
News Editor
In his first season with Seattle
University’s Mens Basketball
Team, Terrell Brown of Seattle has
racked up an impressive resume.
After transferring from Shoreline
Community College, the redshirt
sophomore ended the season
with an average
of 13.6 points per
game, 6.1 rebounds per game, and
two consecutive Western Athletic
Conference Player ofthe Weekawards.
The communications and journalism
major has hopes of becoming a sports
broadcaster after his basketball career,
and was able to take a chance to sit
down with the Spectator to reflect on
his successful season.
SW: What has been the biggest
transition in the last year going from
Shoreline to a D1 team?
TB: I think it’s just the same game
honestly. I think it’s about confidence,
how much confidence you have in
yourself to be able to do things on
the court. You put the work in and
you work hard so that when the
opportunity comes you can seize the
moment. Maybe lastyear there weren’t
as many players that could do a lot of
things well, but now this year a lot of
people can do a lot of things well so
you’ve gotta adjust. Everybody’s good
and you can’t go light on one game
and then pick games to choose if you
want to play hard or not.
SW: How did it feel to be named
WAC player of the week?
TB: Honestly I didn’t know it was
coming until I was on my phone. I
saw it on Twitter, I was in bed like ‘this
can’t kind of be true’ and thenI saw it
on Instagram and I was like dang it’s
actually true.I was surprised, but I give
all the credit to my teammates because
they trusted me in those games and
this whole season—actually since the
season started—they trusted me to
perform at a high level so when I did
back last year at Shoreline. So they put
SPORTS
a lot of trust in me, even the coaching
staff, to play at this high level. It was
a big moment in my life because that
doesn’t happen everyday.
SW: How has it been settling into
the new team?
. TB: We’re all really close, we all
enjoy each other’s company. We’re
all unique in our own ways so we all
have fun.
SW: Has there been any specific
game that was really tough or that
you’re really proud of?
TB: I think honestly even though
we lost, we went to New Mexico State
and we played them really well and
they’re a very good team. They already
clenched the first seat in our division
and everything. In that game we
showed we’re still a good team, we’re
still tough and we’re not going to give
up and back down
from anybody.
The New Mexico State game at New
Mexico State was a game that was like,
even though we lost it was something
to look forward to, we’re still a very
good team even though we lost.
SW: What are your goals for the rest
of the season?
TB: When we get into the WAC
tournament we’ll hopefully win and
make it to the NCAA tournament.
We’re still all young, we have no seniors
on our team so there’s no senior night.
We just want to compete at a high
level and then show everybody that
we’re going to be the same team next
year, even better next year.
SW: Do you have a favorite NBA
team or player?
TB: My favorite player is Kevin
Durant, so any team he’s on that
would be my favorite team. Right now
he’s on the Warriors so I’m a huge
Warriors fan.
SW: How do you feel about
Steph Curry?
TB: Love him too, he’s with Kevin
Durant. It used to hurt my heart when
they’d play each other because I like
TERRELL BROWN CURTEOUSY OF SEATTLE U ATHELETICS
Steph a lot but I was just a big Kevin
Durant fan.
SW: Do you have a team you’d want
to play for? Or just wherever Kevin
Durant is?
TB: No, I would play against him
or something...Just being in the NBA
is a blessed opportunity so I wouldn’t
complain about anywhere I’m going
because it’s like it doesn’t happen
to everybody.
SW: Do you have a favorite spot to
eat in Seattle?
TB: I have a thing for the Madison
Park Bakery, they have these chocolate
chip cookies. I have to go at least once,
maybe twice, maybe three times a
week. But food-wise Chick-fil-A for
sure. That’s probably my favorite spot,
everybody knows that too though,
even players on the team.
Sophia may be reached at
swells@su-spectator.com
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WOMEN’S WEEK IN REVIEW
Caylah Lunning
Staff Writer
Women’sBasketball
Seattle UniversityWomen’s Basketball
closed out their regular season with
a road sweep of California State
University Bakersfield (CSUB) and
Grand Canyon University (GCU)
putting their overall season record
at 3-26.
The Redhawks started their
weekend off against CSUB on March
7 where they came out on top with a
68-58 win.
Senior Guard Madeline Dopplick
and First-year Guard Courtney
Murphy scored 16 points each while
Junior Post Joana Alves followed
close behind with 14 points. Murphy
and Alves both grabbed seven
rebounds individually.
For the last game of the road trip
and regular season, Seattle U traveled
to GCU to finish off their weekend
with a dominating 70-55 victory
against the Lopes.
MEN’S WEEK IN REVIEW
Kaela Takei
Staff Writer
Men’s Tennis
The Seattle University Men’s Tennis
team took on George Fox University
(GFU) Friday. The Redhawks
triumphed over the Bruins, winning
the tournament by a score of 5-2.
Seattle U conquered the singles
matches, allowing George Fox only
one point.
Sophomores Colton Weeldreyer
and Emilio Monroy both swept their
singles matches against the Bruins.
Junior teammate Arshak Ghazaryan
also swept George Fox in a two-
set win. Classmate Alex Chan and
Adrian Sanabria also took the wins in
their drawn-outmatches.
During the doubles matches, the
Redhawks fought hard, but the point
ultimately went to GFU as they won
two of the three matches.
Withanother win for the Redhawks
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Junior Guard Kamira Sanders
added 15 points. Alves followed with
14 points.
Murphy was awarded Western
Athletic Conference (WAC) player
of the week honors for her standout
performance on the road, totaling 26
points against CSUB and GCU.
The Redhawks will travel to
Las Vegas, Nevada for the WAC
tournament from March 13-16,
where they’ll take on number
two seed University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley.
Women’s Tennis
Seattle U started off their weekend
by completing a 7-0 sweep of George
Fox University at the Amy Yee Tennis
Center in Seattle, Washington.
Sophomore Hannah Gianan started
the day off with a 6-0, 6-0 victory.
First-year Alisa Sabotic earnedherself
a 6-1, 6-1 win. First-year Jillian
Rasmussen added another perfect
game with a 6-0, 6-0. Junior Kali
McCollister continued the day with
in the books, they now patiently await
their next matchup against Eastern
Washington University March 16.
Basketball
Seattle U Men’s Basketball competed
in two games this week, finishing out
their Western Athletic Conference
Regular season. Game one was
against CSU Bakersfield as the
Redhawks showcased their skills in a
63-57 overtime thriller.
Terrell Brown sank two game-tying
free-throws after a back and forth
game sending the Redhawks to their
first overtime game ofthe season.
Morgan Means and Mattia Da
Campo shot 100 percent in the extra
time, securing the Redhawks another
win for the regular season.
In game two the team battled it
out with Grand Canyon University
in another overtime game. In a late
Redhawk run, Terrell Brown came
alive scoring 16 ofhis 21 total points
a 6-0, 6-1 match victory. Sophomore
Kyra Jung earned herself a 6-0, 6-1
victory. Finishing things off for
the Redhawks was Senior Lily-Ana
Kreutzer with a 6-0, 6-0 sweep.
The Redhawks finished their
weekend at Jupiter Tennis Center
as they took on the University of
Idaho on March 10. The Redhawks,
were unsuccessful, falling 4-1 to
the Vandals.
The Redhawks onlypoint of theday
came from Kreutzer as the Vandals
were short on players, and had to
forfeit a match.
The Redhawks are back at Jupiter
Tennis Center March 13, to take
on New Mexico State University
at 8:30 a.m.
Softball
The Seattle U softball team stayed
in the Emerald City this weekend
for the Husky Classic, hosted by the
Universityof Washington.
Seattle U started their weekendwith
a cancellation against Idaho State
in the last 11 minutes of the game.
Mattia Da campo and First-year
Riley Grigsby stood their ground and
shut GCU offense down in overtime,
securing the fifth Redhawks win of
theregular season.
The Redhawks end the season 18-
13 and will compete in the Western
Athletic Conference tournament
March 13-17 in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Baseball
University of Texas at Arlington
visited Bannerwood Park over
weekend for a three-game series
against Seattle U. During the series
opener the Mavericks scored a run in
the second inning and two more runs
in the third which would secure their
win over Seattle U. Senior pitcher, Jake
Prizina went eight strong innings,
finishing with seven strikeouts, one
walk off, and four totalhits. The single
Redhawk run scored Seattle U one
point by Kyle Sherick.
University due to rain conditions.
Later on in the day, the team played
Ohio State University (OSU) where
the Redhawks fell short as the
Buckeyes pulled away in extra innings
with a 6-4 victory.
TheRedhawks redeemedthemselves
the next day as they took on OSU and
NorthernIllinois University (NIU) on
March 9. The team earned themselves
a redemption 3-0 victoryagainst OSU.
Later in the day, the Redhawks earned
themselves another win, this time 4-3
against NIU.
Seattle U finished their weekend
facing off against number six
University of Washington (UW).
The Huskies barely squeezed their
way past the Redhawks with a 1-0
win. Redshirt Sophomore Pitcher
Carley Nance held the Huskies
scoreless during 5.1 innings before
being relieved.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
Game two started out shaky as
First-year Alex Jemal gave up three
consecutive hits and two runs in the
first inning. However, things began to
look up as Jemal pitched four scoreless
innings. The Redhawks offense then
came through, scoring three runs
in the second inning. The Redhawks
and Mavericks continued to battle it
out the next four innings, with UTA
ultimately taking a 6-5 win.
The last day of the series against
UTA ended short for the Redhawks.
UTA took its third win ofthe series by
a score of 2-1. The Redhawks’ offense
only managed a single run on six hits.
The Redhawks were unable to push
another run over home plate finishing
off the game as another UTA victory.
The Redhawksare now preparing for
a five-game series against University
of Minnesota Monday, March 11.
Kaela may be reached at
ktakei@su-spectator.com
AAF AND XFL, AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE NFL?
Matthew Williams
Volunteer Writer
On Feb. 10, exactly a week after the
Super Bowl, what some are calling the
first legitimate professional football
alternative to the National Football
League (NFL) kicked off its inaugural
season in a matchup between the
San Diego Fleet and the San Antonio
Commanders. The Alliance of
American Football (AAF) is a 10-week
professional spring football league that
looks to be a developmental program
for elite football players just a hair shy
of an NFL roster spot.
The AAF has eight teams—the
Arizona Hotshots, Atlanta Legends,
Birmingham Iron, Memphis Express,
Orlando Apollos, Salt Lake Stallions,
San Antonio Commanders, and San
Diego Fleet. Teams draft players
regionally, based on where the athletes
went to college. For instance, the
San Diego Fleet would have the first
opportunity to draft a player from the
University of Southern California and
the Birmingham Iron would have the
first opportunity to draft an athlete
from the University of Alabama.
AAF rosters are loaded with former
NFL players like Garrett Gilbert and
Josh Johnson as well as young athletes
from NCAA football powerhouses
like Alabama, Clemson, Michigan,
Ohio St., the University of Southern
California, and the University of
Washington. Players in the AAF are
given three-year non-guaranteed
contracts worth $250 thousand.
The AAF coaching staff is also
litteredwith former NFL and Division
I college coaches including Mike
Singletary (San Francisco 49ers), Steve
Spurrier (University of Florida), and
Brad Childress (Minnesota Vikings).
TheX-Treme Football League, (XFL)
will commence in February 2020. The
XFL, owned by Vince McMahon’s
World Wrestling Entertainment Inc.
looks similar to the AAF in many
ways. The season will be ten weeks
long, played in the spring, and players
will earn $75 thousandper year.
The XFL has yet to name any teams
but the locations have been released.
There will be XFL teams competing
in Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, New
York, St. Louis, Tampa, Washington
D.C., and right here in Seattle.
While it is still unclear what the XFL
coaching staff and rosters will look
like at this point in its development,
former Seahawks Quarterback and
NFL coach, Jim Zorn has been
announced as the head coach for the
MARCH 13,2019
Seattle squad. The yet to be named
Seattle team will play its games at
Century Link field.
Not much is known about the XFL,
but one selling point McMahon has
suggested is the league will strive for
its games to be much faster than the
typical NFL game.
“Sitting and watching a three-
hour game is laborious sometimes,”
McMahon said in a press conference.
AAF games can be seen on CBS
Saturdays and Sundays.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Anna and contributing writers to the Spectator,
I was saddened to hear ofthe accusations against our Provost Shane
Martin and I was taken aback by the tone of the article that appeared in the
Spectator. The questions that the Spectator asked seemed to imply that the
Provost is guilty of the accusations:
. .is Seattle U planning to conduct an internal investigation ofDr. Martin’s
use offunds since he has arrived at Seattle U, and will Dr. Martin remain at
Seattle U? “
As a non-exempt staff person, I have felt for the first time uplifted by the
upper administrationwith Provost Shane Martin’s presence here on our
campus, through the interactions I have had with him in open forums.
Now I have a fear that these accusations in particular with the
inflammatory tone of the Spectator article will cause unfairbias toward the
Provost. Though this is a difficult development, I encourage the campus
community to maintain a fair and neutral stance until these legal issues have
been resolved.
FROM THE DESK OF A
GRADUATING SPECTATOR-TOT
“Hi, my name is Anna Kaplan and I’m the Investigative Editor at The
Spectator. This week I am writing a story about...”
Last week, I wrote that email introduction for the last time. It’s something
I have written over a hundred times over the past two and a halfyears in
different iterations as a Volunteer Writer, Staff Writer, News Editor, and now,
my final title. Those emails have led me down some rabbit holes I couldn’t
have even imagined of.
It’s hard for me to remove The Spectator frommy time at Seattle University,
and vice versa. It feels very much entwined. I hope that the university
community realizes that too—TheSpectator exists for you. It’s sole purpose
is to provide youwith an accurate account of the first draftofhistory, and for
you to be able to research the institutional memory of Seattle U within
its archives.
We quite literally put blood, sweat, and tears into the making ofcertain
issues. At least I have at some point over the past two and halfyears
(papercuts count, right?) Every sleepless Tuesday spent in the basement of
Campion Hall, making magic out ofnothing sometimes, produces a quality
newspaper every Wednesday morning.
I’m veryproud of the quality ofwork that The Spectator consistently
publishes. I believe The Spectator breaks stories that rival those ofa daily,
national publication.
The Spectator has forced me to grow into someone I’m really proud of.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofMichelle Newblom, Frances Divinagracia, Anna Kaplan, Sophia Wells, Josh Merchant, Alec Downing, Michael Ollee, Sam Schultheis, and Emily
Mozzone. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those ofthe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views of Seattle
University.
—Rosie Sabaric, AcademicProgram Coordinator
OPINION
Someone who isn’t afraid to ask the tough questions. Someone who isn’t
afraid of doing anything to find all the answers. Someone who isn’t afraid of
the truth.
Even when it means you’re realizing that this universityhired a previously-
convicted felon to teach criminal justice. Even when it means you’re listening
to the night shift custodians describe harrowing accounts ofbreaking bones
on the job so that they can feed their families. Even when it means you’re
watching a Jesuit remove copies of the newspaper offthe stands because he
was offended by a photo ofa student performing in drag.
The harder stories I’ve told aside, I’ve been able to talk to incredible people
in this university and across Seattle. I hope that they feel that I told their
stories accurately, fairly, and with the utmost care. It has been an honor to
report on such a dynamic and vivacious community. I have gotten to know
people who are changing the world, and that are going to change the world in
the near future.
I have also gotten to work with other talented, passionate journalists who
push me to be the best journalist and human that I can be. I have made
lifelong friends, and even one eighth cousin, once removed (it’s true, News
Editor Josh Merchant and I share the same great, great, great, great, great,
great, great, great-grandfather).
To Tess, Nick, Jenna, Samira, and Dr. Jha: you have impacted me more
than you will ever know. Thankyou for always expecting me to go one step
farther, and always stepping in when I get too far into sarcasm or conspiracy.
And using the red pen with reckless abandon, even when I dreaded it
the most.
And to my remaining Tots—Michelle, Frances, Josh, Sophia, Alec, Elise,
Michael, Emily, Connor, Makana, and Taryn—The same goes for you.
I’m very excited to see whatyou come up with next. Keep questioning
everything. Keep publishing what you want. Keep the momentum going, and
go farther than I ever have. I know that you’re capable ofdoing so.
I know I will look back on the time I spent in that dusty, old office in the
company ofa dozen other over-invested student journalists with a lot of
fondness. Thispaper changed my life whether I wanted it to or not.
—AnnaKaplan, Investigative Editor
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ASK MAMA
MOZZONE
by Emily Mozzone
Ql’m
bisexual andI have this group offriends and
we ’re all guys. Recently though, Ikinda grew to
like one of them and we used to never talk to each
other alone andstuffbut he started showing signs??
(Maybe) and Ive always had this suspicion he was
either gay/bi but like it might be coz I want him to
be? Hes rlly nice and recently hekind ofgoes out of
his way to like hang out w me or likeplay games he
doesnt even usuallyplay. So im like How do I confirm?
Should i confess?? Ifyes, when is a good time?? LOL
and ifhe says yes then wat omg idk
A
I wouldn’t go straight to confessing here, unless you’re
•
sure he’s attracted to men as well. Unfortunately
* straight guys can get defensive in situations like this.
Does heknow you’re bi? That’s the first thing I would tell him.
Please keep in mind that the things youVe said are all things
normal friends do with each other., so just be a little more
confident before you confess. Ifhe says yes, then you date!
Qhelp!!
I’m 22 and I’ve never had a real romantic
relationship but I’m beginning to think there’s some
chemistry between me and a close friend. I’ve never
confessed myfeelings to anyone and Iknow rejections
happen and can be helpful but I’d like to know if
there’s any tips you havefor testing the waters to see if
thefeelings are mutual before I risk itfor thine biscuit.
A
I’d honestly start by asking if they would ever consider
• dating a friend and seeing if they’re open to it. If
*
they’re smart, they may even take this as a hint, if
they’re dense, then no worries if they say they wouldn’t date
a friend. I think if your friend really is close to you, then you
should be able to just bring it up with them. If they reject you,
it’ll hurt, but mature and true friends should be able to move
on from it together. It also gives you the freedom to pursue
other romantic interests and stop being hung up on them, if the
answer is negative. I hope they’re into you too, though. Good
luck, my friend <3
ASK MAMA AN ANONYMOUS QUESTION AT
GUIDANCE@SU-SPECTATOR.COM
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MICHAEL OLLEE • THE SPECTATOR
Misato Muraoka, an outgoing senior and vice-president of Hidaka Taiko, plays one of her last shows with Hidaka, as she moves on to performing with the
professional Seattle group, Inochi Taiko.
